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Max is grieving. His mom beat cancer once before, but when it
came back, her good luck ran out. Max believes that when his
mother died, the tumor that killed her had to find another host
and, since Max was right beside her, the tumor has now taken
up residence in his head. Max doesn’t tell his father this, fearing
that it will upset him. Because of some trouble in his old school,
Max moves to a new, progressive school for a fresh start and a
chance at allowing his artistic side to be nurtured. At this school,
the world opens up to Max as he meets people who are each odd
in their own particular way. With so many new experiences, Max
must learn to trust the people around him and believe that if he
falls, his community will catch him.
Ready to Fall features very unique and lovable characters.
This book is about grief, but it is explored through the lens of
Max’s obsession with the animate tumor. Though his constant
awareness of the tumor could distract from the main narrative of
the development of Max’s new relationships and passions, its use
feels intentional. Just as the tumor is preventing Max from being
fully present as a protagonist, his grief is also getting in the way
of his progression as an adolescent. The book shows the power
of art and creativity in the process of healing. The story adds
complexity by featuring adults and authority figures who are very
clearly flawed and struggling in their own right. In the exploration
of friendship, identity, and attraction, Max’s life and the events
of the book can seem a bit chaotic and messy, but that lack of
organization likely serves to mirror Max’s ambivalence about an
uncertain future that he doesn’t feel equipped to face.
*Contains severe language, mild substance abuse, and mild
sexual content.
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